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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
1 am writing to ask some assistance from readers of the Speaker and
Gavel.
I should like to form a library collection of early books on speech but
thus far have been unable to locate a bibliography that would serve as an
initial guide.
My thinking has been concerned with items printed in the United States
but perhaps 1 should also include England.
Any of our readers having a list that might prove of use would be doing
me a great favor in supplying a copy.
Sincerely yours,
West Penn Oil Company Inc.
Ernest C. Miller
President
(Delta Sigma Rho Pennsylvania State University, 1933.)
Dear Editor:
Following up John Craham's (U. of Va.) suggestion on the S & G's cover,
1 suggest the color of each cover change—so that each year we have 4 dif
ferent colors, 1 for each issue. These 4 colors would repeat, however,
annually, so that one can look across his shelf and quickly see where one
year ends by noting the 4 repeated colors. Witness, e.g., the QJS.
Robert W. Smith
Alma College
(Continued on page 76)
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CALLING A SPADE A SPADE
Keith Eeickson
Debate coaches probably rank at the pinnacle of hypocritical scholars.
After seven years of high school and inter-collegiate debating and of late,
teaching, I felt that it was time that we who would call ourselves debate
coaches, level with ourselves and those of our profession. In preparing
this article I secured what I considered to be the most respected handbooks
and texts in the field of debate and examined them in terms of their
philosophy of debate. In no less then 16 of the 19 books, it is expressed
quite poignantly and clearly that the role of debate, whether on the uni
versity or high school level, must be one of educational emphasis and
certainly never in terms of that ogerous word, winning! To these men it
appears that to win at debate means to imply cheating, or to implement
something outside the realm of good debating. Do they mean to imply that
an educational program of debate means to lose?
Let me outline what in my opinion constitutes a program of strictly educa
tional debating. To be educationally beneficial and justifiable, debate must
exhibit the following characteristics: (1) It must contain a body of know
ledge (2) It must be leamable and capable of being remembered and/or
usable (3) It must be of worth to the learner (4) It must be capable of
credit (5) There should be someone competent enough to instruct it.
To be strictly educational, with a de-emphasis on winning, the following
characteristics should be observed. If they are not followed for the most
part, then we are kidding ourselves in calling our program a program which
is educational and not one of a "win" philosophy.
(A) There should he no need nor consideration of competition
1. Competition implies winning or losing
2. Abolish awards, trophies, personal recognition
3. No need for tournaments . . . classrooms will suffice
4. Never place best people on same team, that would produce a
winning team
(B) The debate squad shotdd he indifferent to university reputation
1. Squad open to as many people as possible, individual help not
necessary, lecture hall will suffice
2. Money no longer a problem, no need for tournament debating
anyway
3. Debate should not be extra-curricular . . . offered only a class
once . . . shouldn't waste time releaming same thing term after
term
4. Discontinue Honoraries
(C) Instructional
1. Never speak in terms of winning or losing
a. may harm student psyche if they lose
b. may put too much pressure on students
c. why should excellent students be rewarded
2. Must debate only one side
a. by holding moral commitment to one side we become more
learned in that position
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b. educationally unsound to debate position that we don't believe
in
3. We should instruct the principles only
a. Never instract strategy, that implies trickery
That's a pretty bleak picture and fortunately for the student of debate,
there are very few if any that would strictly advocate this. However for
some unknown reason, the idea of instructing others in the ability to beat
someone else in debate seems imetbical and unprofessional to many people.
Unfortimately, in almost all surveys of laymen, administrators, and even of
those in our profession who are not directly involved in the direction and
coaching of debate, their response is one similar to what I have already
outlined. Is it then to these people that we are trying to defend or disguise
om- actions?
There may be many reasons for their opinions and response. Some people
contend that debating both sides of a question weakens a person's ability
to choose effectively one position or another in more serious matters later on
in life. Many have heard passing remarks made by debaters about the
fudging or forgery of debate materials and have come to tlie false conclusion
that all debaters as a rule are cheaters. Otlrers have seen the bitter resent
ment of debaters over poor records and have concluded that this obviously
has a damaging effect, where as in reality, their actions are but face-saving
responses.
It is interesting to note the hypocrisy of our debate authors. Note how
often the following appears as a preface to their works; "But remember, we
only wish to leam the principles of debate which have framed our country,
let us not use it rmwisely for practices of tournament debating." Five of
these books come from oire Mid-Westem institution that is noted for its
ability to continually turn out winning debate teams.
Not only do they have fantastic travel allowances, but even provide
many full time tuition paid scholar-ships for good debaters entering college
. . . do they suspend the stipend of individuals who discontinue debate;
Here then is the crux of this paper, is it excellent instruction in the winning
of debate that makes it possible for some institutions to continually, year-
after year, place in the West Point Tour-nament, or is it only that they are
fortunate enough to be blessed with entering freshmen graced in the ability
to win at tournament debating? Why too is it that those indi-viduals who
accept the plaudits of their fellows as a result of the wins recorded by their
teams, continually stress that it was all done in the name of education!
Colleagues, is it not time that we too of the Speech profession begin to
call "a spade a spade?" Why is it that we rationalize so beautifully out of
the position that we are tr-ying to instruct our debaters in how to win? Why
is it that the concept of winning holds a bad cormotation? What is it that
we are trying to defend or avoid? Ever-y year we find ourselves lined up
behind real, or in cases of a bad year, bogus trophies from the year before,
and with triumphant grins for the photographer provide the school paper
wifh a picture of our "success's" so as to be able to justify the allocation of
funds for the upcoming year. When approaching personnel of other schools
how often have you heard, "What we are looking for here is an educational
program over that of a winning team .. . of course a few trophies certainly
never hurt anyone!"
It appears to me that when a man accepts a position as a debate coach,
he does so on the following basis: (I) that he provide the best job of in-
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struction and coaching that he has at his disposal (2) that he honestly
strives for a winning team that will bring honor and reputation to the school
(3) that he spend allocated money wisely and fruitfully on those individuals
who are most dedicated, gifted, and willing to learn and cooperate (4) and
that he carry the responsibilities of a debate coach in the most respectful
manner at all times. A man having done this does not have to defend at
any time the instruction of debate with an emphasis on the winning. In fact,
I would suggest that the individual who does not follow a similar' philosophy
had best find an excuse as to why he is drawing a salary as a debate coach.
I would suggest that anything employed in debate is fair and above
board that would not suggest the instruction or use of the following;
1. forgery and restatement of evidence
2. annoyance of opponents unnoticeable by judge
3. misquoting arguments
4. changing groimd in your case
5. cultivating friendships with judges for purposes of winning decisions.
6. giving phony decisions
7. nonpower matching your own teams at home tournament
8. going to smaller toui-naments for trophies to justify yourself as a
debate coach.
I doubt that anyone would take objection to the criticism of these
practices, nor that the exclusion of strategy from this list means exactly
that . . . strategy should be taught as thoroughly as any other principle of
debate.
In conclusion then, by having an emphasis on winning debate and
honestly owning up to its implications, we have not abandoned the princi
ples of education. In examining the five precepts outlined earlier, we have
not failed any one of them, but rather, have fortified them. Competition
is as healthy and as vital a force as exists today. To purposely delineate it,
or to call it by any other name would indeed be hypocrisy.
A team or teams rmder my guidance shall receive insti-uction in how to
win at debate. To teach debate in any other manner would negate the very
name of debate. Debate implies a decision, someone must win and some
one lose. What other principle would debate serve if it were not for this
purpose? As a result of this educational emphasis on winning, winning
fairly and honestly, education will be served and the knowledge gained shall
be as gi'eat or greater than that which de-emphasizes the total concept of
debate. Individual research beyond established minimums, personal recogni
tion, and the individual feeling of self accomplishment shall provide greater
educational benefits than any rigorously controlled, self-administered pro
gram of debate poverty! But again, most of us coach with this philosophy
but are simply afraid to admit it.
To those who would disagree thoroughly or partially with this thesis, ask
yourself how long it has been since you last turned down a b'ophy or
additional funds for the debate program. How long has it been since you
wholeheartedly, dedicated yourself to the task of extensively training
students in the art of debate. This may be the answer. We find it con
venient not to spend as much energy coaching as we should, and do so by
rationalizing that such emphasis is unnecessary, unscholarly, unethical, and
generally unprofessional. The reason others succeed and we fail, may be
that they do not demand winning from their students at all costs, but that
they give themselves wholly so that the student may benefit both educa-
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tionally and materially. I am not ashamed nor afraid that I try to coach
winning teams, nor should any of us be. I am not afraid to say that I
appreciate a winning performance by a team, but let me emphasize that I
am stating that winning perfoiTnances are not the only records I tolerate.
It is this building of raw, inexperienced speakers into polished persuasive
speakers that pleases me. It is the educational process of learning ex
periences that accomplishes this. If we must learn by losing debates at
one time or another, then by all means let it be so. But let us not hamper
the learning process by not teaching individuals the means to win in those
circumstances, because we are afraid of far-fetched implications drawn by
others outside the field.
Finally, I find no disrespect in the winnings of others, only praise for
their being able to recognize how debate should be taught. You must coach
debate in the framework of education, but with an understandable attention
to the means of winning. Therefore, let us pull off this guise of the
educational scholai- who just happened to have winning debaters sign up for
our programs. Let us share in the skills and techniques to winning in tourna
ment debating and no longer hide our motives whatever they may be.
Certainly debate shall profit from our honesty.
ARTICLES ALWAYS
NEEDED
Send to—
Charles Goetzinger
Dept. of Speech
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon
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INTRAPERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL FACTORS
IN DISCUSSION
Gordon Wiseman and Laery Barker*
Recent authors have stressed the importance of both intrapersonal and
interpersonal communication A Most communication theories imply, if not
exphcitly state, that inti-apersonal communication is the foundation upon
which interpersonal communication rests. With the importance of intra
personal factors in communication conceded it seemed natural to investigate
their importance in group discussion. Consequently a study was conducted
at a National Tau Kappa Alpha Discussion Tournament (before TKA-DSR
merger) which attempted to evaluate the interpersonal and intrapersonal
factors in group discussion and to determine their significance in the
functioning of a group.
In light of the objectives of the investigation, emphasis in the discussion
contest was placed on group productivity rather than individual performance.
This approach to problem solving was implemented through an evaluation
scheme which added the score of the group to the individual scores in order
to deteimine the discussants who were to receive awards and certificates.
Discussants were placed randomly in groups except it was specified that
no two students from the same university could be in the same group. The
members of each group remained the same for all five rounds of discussion.
No chairmen were appointed for the groups thus making each individual
share the responsibihty of leadership.
The evaluation system utilized at the contest combined the ratings of
judges and critics. The critics were colleagues from the same university
with a similar philosophy of discussion. Judges were selected from those
coaches attending the conference. Each judge and each critic evaluated
each of the five groups during the course of the contest. Standard judging
foi-ms were used by both judges and critics. Each discussant was evaluated
on the basis of the following criteria:
1. Information
2. Cooperative thinking
3. Analysis
4. Skill in speaking
5. Discussion skills
The group was evaluated on the criteria of:
1. Group atmosphere
2. Group involvement
3. Group growth
4. Locomotion
5. Unity
These criteria were explained before the tournament started and a
consensus was reached by judges, critics, and discussants regarding their
meaning.
" Dr. Wiseman (Ph.D., Denver, 1952) is an Associate Professor of Speech at
Ohio University. Dr. Barker (Ph.D., Ohio, 1965) is a TKA alumnus. He is an
Assistant Professor of Speech at Southern Illinois University.
^ For example, see Dimensions in Communication, edited by James H. Campbell
and Hal W. Hepler (Behnont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1965).
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The discussants used an evaluation sheet for each round of discussion
to determine the intrapersonal and interpersonal factors involved in the
discussion. The evalution sheet was divided into four sections:
1. Self-evaluation
2. Evaluation of the members of the group
3. Evaluation of group effectiveness
4. A group discussion reaction analysis
Evalutions were made on both a rating and ranking basis on the points
listed above. Correlations were then computed between the ratings and
rankings of the discussants and those of the critics and judges. Personal
comments were made by discussants which aided in interpreting the
statistical results. One group was selected for closer study and a recording
was made of the rounds of their discussion.
A consistent pattern of judgment was seen in the evaluations made by
both critics and judges when their evaluations were compared with their
point of reference. This could be attributed to letting each judge and
critic evaluate each of the groups participating in the discussion contest.
The rotation of the judges and critics seemed to give each of them a referent
within the tournament which made their evaluations more valid and
provided a certain amount of continuity in their judgments.
Additional factors for consideration in discussion contests were derived
from a further comparison of correlations, an interpersonal reaction analysis,
a study of critic and judge evaluations, and comments on leadership by
the discussants.
Perhaps the most interesting finding of the study was that any group
participating in discussion is greater than the sum of the contributions of
the individual members. This was illustrated by the fact that though the
members of Group I received higher individual ratings than the members
of Group II, the second group received higher ratings in the areas of Group
Involvement and Group Productivity. Further evidence to substantiate this
finding was found in the Interpersonal Reaction Analysis. One member
of Group V was disliked by six of his fellow discussants and the group was
not able to function effectively until the fourth round when the disliked
member did not return. The improvement shown in rounds four and five
far surpassed the effect that one person could have had mathematically on
the group.
A further finding emphasized the point that the intrapersonal and in
terpersonal factors in group discussion are of great importance to the group
in accomplishing its objectives. The accuracy with which the members of a
group made their evaluations of inti-agroup commmnication determined to a
large extent whether the group was good or poor. This premise was
suggested by the high correlations between self-ranking and judge ranking
for groups ranked high by the evaluators and the low correlations between
this same set of variables in groups ranked low. Accurate interpersonal
evaluations seemed to call for an objectivity that must be maintained by
the members of the group if they are to function effectively and resolve
their interpersonal conflicts.
The evaluations a discussant made on the intrapersonal level determined
the quality of evaluations made on an interpersonal level. The ability an
individual demonstrated in evaluating himself objectively suggested not
only his ability to become a part of the group, but also his ability to
accurately evaluate other members in the group. The groups that produced
9
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the highest correlations between self-evaluations and those of judges and
critics were the groups that were rated high by the judges and critics.
When discussants showed objectivity in their evaluations they did not
necessarily indicate a preference to be with the same individuals socially
that they would like to be with in a discussion. This finding was further
emphasized by data which showed that judges and critics did not necessarily
rate those individuals high in the discussion situation that the members of
the group chose for a period of recreation.
One incidental finding from the investigation was in the area of leader
ship. The contest was conducted on the premise that leadership was a
function of each group member and not of any one single person. In general
this premise was upheld. Groups that expressed a desire for an appointed
chairman seemed to express, in addition, an inability to solve interpersonal
conflicts within the group. The groups that were rated high on group
involvement did not express a desire for formal leadership. As conflicts grew
within the group the cries for leadership were more pronounced. One
discussant stated this concept in this way, "It seems to me that when
everyone is raring to go and only interested in his own ideas a leader is
desirable." This area is one open for more extensive study.
In this brief resume of the findings obtained from one study of contest
discussion it is evident that there are values which can not be denied.
The tournaments seem to foster an abihty of critical self-analysis among
discussants which can transfer to many other areas of their lives. Both
judges and discussants voiced remarks suggesting there is real worth in con
test discussion which gives practical training in the democratic process.
Concerning intrapersonal and interpersonal factors in discussion several
conclusions were drawn:
1. Intrapersonal factors deteimined to a great e.xtent whether a group
was instrumental in accomplishing its objectives.
2. Objective intrapersonal evaluations of performance must precede res
olution of interpersonal conflicts.
3. Groups desiring an appointed leader demonstrated an inability to
resolve interpersonal conflicts within the group.
In general, it might be said that communication is more effective in small
groups when each member is aware of the importance of critical self-
evaluation and intrapersonal communication.
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THE CASE METHOD IN GROUP DISCUSSION COURSES
H. David Russell
From its early use in the Harvard School of Lawd the case method
spread to national prominence as a standard method of instructing most
law students. More recently, the case method has become the teaching
method for such courses as Business Statistics,- Marketing, Finance, Ac
counting, and many others. Currently, the case method is receiving a
gentle, if not cautious, trial in college courses of group discussion: e.g.
Problem Solving Through Group Discussion. In group discussion courses,
however, such a wedding of methods appears unique to the casual observer,
but beneath their denotative exterior there exists an interesting relation
ship between them.
1. Both methods appear to require continual mental alertness from
teachers and students alike.
2. Both methods revolve about a problematic discussion-subject.
3. Both methods foster an attitude of organized inquiry.
4. Both methods foster learning through oral discourse.
5. Both methods permit the individual to attack a problem by research
ing its background and consequently seeking its solution.
6. Both methods contain the inherent characteristic of allowing the
student to discover for himself principles and concepts of knowledge.
7. There seems to be a certain relationship between the increased use
of the case method in a given subject area and the planned develop
ment of cases sti-ategic to that area.
The discussion of cases helps to bring about cooperative and critical
thinking within the group and the individual. Since human interactions
are flexible, the discussion of cases that involve human problems involves
a skill which permits the discussant to work out solutions for future
difficulties^ . . .
Such persons should be given classroom opportunity to see, study,
and evaluate human interaction. The discussant .should actively par
ticipate in presenting opinions to the group and thereby obtain value
from the interplay of case discussion. This social process, then, becomes
a means of broadening the student's range of experience. Further, the
application of such experience is important in that the student approaches
future employment with greater confidence in knowing and evaluating
the interaction between both his superiors and those who work under
him.^
Since little has been known of the case method as it is currently being
used in group discussion courses a study was designed to gain this informa
tion. A questionnaire was constiucted and sent to teachers of group
discussion classes in thirty-five colleges and universities representing the
South, West, Mid-West, and Eastern United States. Also represented in the
^ C. E. Eraser, The Case Method of Instruction (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1931), p. 11 et. passim.
^F. P. Fitzsimmons, "Case Method of Teaching," School and Society, LXXVIII
(October, 1953), pp. 102-105.
^ Harry D. Russell, "The Case Method in Croup Discussion," (unpublished
Master's Thesis, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, 1962), p. 1.
Mbid., pp. 2-3.
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study were known authors in the field of discussion as well as instructors
who were less well known. Some of the questions were designed to deter
mine:
1. If the teacher felt the case method had merit as a methodology in
group discussion.
2. How much time the teacher actually spent using the case method.
3. If it was used predominantly to develop skills or to teach concepts
and principles.
Sixty-three per cent of those receiving the questionnaire completed and
returned it. This high ratio of returns seemed to be indicative of the interest
in this area. More than three-fourths (76%) of the group felt that the use
of cases does have merit as a methodology in teaching group discussion.
The average time spent on cases as a methodology was 20.3 per cent. The
range was all the way from one per cent to ninety per cent. Over eighty-five
per cent of those using cases did so as a practice in discussion skills. There it
seems that the case method is being used more as a means to develop skills
in discussion than to develop concepts and principles which is the noimal
use of the case method.
The most significant finding was in the area of actual cases used. Over
seventy per cent indicated that they did not know of a source for cases
written for teaching discussion skills. Most either used cases they had
written themselves or adapted cases from business or law. There is every
indication of a need for cases designed to be used in discussion classes.
The case method seems to have popular appeal in group discussion classes
as a technique for teaching skills in discussion. It would seem that basic ele
ments in both could complement each other if used that way.
Mr. H. David Russell (M. A. Ohio University, 1962) is Associate Professor
of Speech and Chairman of the Department of Speech, Trevecca Nazarene College,
Nashville, Tennessee.
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THE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS OF POLICY
QUESTIONS: A POSTSCRIPT
Arthur N. Kruger*
In his "final reply" to me Mr. Marsh insists that I have misunderstood
and exaggerated his position and thus was able to reduce it to absurdity.
He claims, further, that in a personal conversation I apologized to him for
using an argumentum ad hominem attack on him and that I did so because
I was carried away by "the debater's killer instinct." If we examine these
claims, I think we will find that they are basically conti-adictory; for either
I dealt with his arguments, however unfairly as he claims, or I ignored his
arguments and attacked his character (which would constitute an ad
hominem attack). Actually, I do not believe that I did either.
As to the first charge—that of extension—I thought I took pains to
paraphrase Marsh's arguments accurately, frequently supplementing my
summaries with verbatim quotations. I leave the reader to judge whether
or not I attacked "straw men" arguments or, indeed. Marsh's time position as
stated in his article "Is Debate Merely a Game for Consei-vative Players?"
It is interesting to note that in two rejoinders to my series of four articles,
Marsh fails to specify a single argument of his that I distorted. His two
replies merely restate his orginal position without coming to grips directly
with my specific objectons to it.
As to our personal conversation I can only say that he reports, uninten
tionally I am sure, just the opposite of what I tried to convey to him. I
took pains at that time—though not enough apparently—to explain that the
series of articles I had written in refutation of his was in no way intended to
be a personal attack on him but only on his arguments. I still have no axe to
grind with him personally; I simply disagree with his approach to the analysis
of policy questions. Thus, when he accuses me of an ad hominem attack,
I don't think he fully understands what such an attack means. In our
personal conversation, which incidentally occurred during the 1964 S.A.A.
Convention, I wanted to assure him that I did not resort to such an attack
and had no intention of doing so. I also wanted to reassure him that, unlike
certain debaters who seem to have a "killer instinct," I was not debating
with him for the sake of debating but was trying to shed some light on some
thorny problems. And I commended him for having raised the issues that
he had, even though my views were completely at variance with his.
As to his last restatement of his position, I will only say that I find it
amusing that he objects to my "operational" definition of argumentation
whereas Newman, who also disagrees with me in my interpretation of the
analysis of policy questions and agi-ees with Marsh,i complains that I slight
"operational" definitions, which Newman claims are the only useful kind. It
would be interesting to see how such contradictory attacks on my position
could be reconciled.
In closing, I would like to reiterate some of the observations I made in
concluding my answer® to Newman's article. It is possible that both Marsh
* Chairman, Department of Speech, C. W. Post College, Creenvale, New York.
^ Robert P. Newman, "The Inherent and Compelling Need," JAFA, 2 (May,
1965), 66-71.
® "The Inherent Need; Further Clarification," JAFA, II (September, 1965),
109-119.
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and Newman understandably sympathize with the affirmative because of
the burden it carries into any debate. As Newman puts it, affirmative teams
are often "required to show that the world is going to hell in a wheel barrow
before . . . [they] can earn a debate judge's vote." It is true that if we
apply the criteria of real life to an academic debate contest, the affirmative
is at a decided disadvantage; for if the negative debates equally as well or
manages to carry one issue convincingly, it must be given the decision. But
is it fair in an academic contest to penalize one team at the outset? Is it
fair to say that a tie favors the negative? (In real life it does; for since the
affiimative didn't successfully show a "preponderance" for its position, no
change will be made.) Now I think a case can be made for lightening the
affirmative's burden in an academic contest. But the way to hghten it is not
to dispense with the requirements of logical analysis, as both Marsh and
Newman suggest. One way to do it might be to adopt special rules for
contest debates (as opposed to real life debates). One such rule, for
example, might permit tie votes or a tie vote to favor the affirmative. This
might be workable and worth thinking about. For, after all, the chief skills
that we as teachers are trying to develop are the ability to construct logical
arguments and coherent cases, and the ability to present them as articulately
and persuasively as possible; and such a rule would not interfere with the
development of these skills.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
NATIONAL COUNCIL
Monday, December 27, 1965
Hartford Room
Statler—Hilton Hotel
New York, New York
The meeting was called to order at 3:10 P.M. by President Wayne C.
Eubank. The following members of the National Council were present for
all or part of the meeting: W. C. Eubank, L. T. Laase, H. L. Ewbank, Jr.,
K. C. Hance, E. C. Buehler, Larry Woods, R. S. Beard, E. E. MacDonald,
J. C. Wetherby, H. W. Jordan, G. A. Adamson, P. M. Larson, L. R. Wagner,
J. H. McBath, A. D. Hagood, A. J. Freeley, R. P. Huber and Norman Snow
were present to present reports to the Council.
President Eubank announced that he had received a letter from Region
V Governor Tom Ludlum stating that while the health of that region was
excellent, his was not, so that he would be unable to be present for the
meeting. A report received from Region X Governor Robert Griffin, who is
host for the 1966 National Conference at the University of Nevada, indicated
than only one school in Region X had not declared its intent to attend the
conference, and a subsequent report from that school affirmed that arrange
ments were being made for them to attend. This will complete 100%
attendance by that region as the Conference moves to the western region.
Continuing the report of activities of the President's office, Eubank said
that he had sent letters to a random sample of 500 alumni members,
indicating that subscriptions to the Speaker and Gavel were available to
them, either on an annual, sustaining, or life basis. Of these letters some
42 had been returned because of incorrect addresses, but some subscriptions,
including one or two life subscriptions, had already been received. If the
response proved rewarding, similar letters would be sent to all alumni whose
addresses were known, with the emphasis on seeking life subscriptions.
Minutes of the last meeting of the National Council meetings, held April
12 and 13, 1965, in Bloomington, Indiana, were approved as distributed.
The report of the Treasurer, Kenneth G. Hance, was distributed and
appears in detail with the original of these minutes. A summary of activities
between July 1, 1964 and June 30, 1965 showed receipts of operating ex
penses in the amount of $7,434.60, a figure $644.60 higher than anticipated
in the proposed budget. This excess of actual over expected income was due
to a much higher investment income (from capital holdings and royalties)
than anticipated, but was not so high as it would have been had the income
from initiations met the anticipated figure. Disbursements for the year-
amounted to $7,622.26, a figure $832.26 higher than was budgeted. Thus,
though income exceeded estimates, disbursements exceeded the budget by
an even greater figure. In a supplement to his report. Treasurer Hance
pointed up the problems of continuing excess of disbursements over income,
continuing realization of a smaller income from initiations than estimated,
the issuance of fewer charters than had been estimated, the cost of
engrossing membership certificates which had not been figured into esti
mates, the issuance of additional trophies to the NFL because of unique
circumstances, and the question of whether or not the budget proposed for
1965-66 was realistic. This proposed budget estimated $7,255.00 income
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and an equal amount in disbursements, thus was balanced, and did adjust to
the approximate amount and number of expenses incurred in the 1964-65
fiscal year.
A discussion of the continuing problem of lack of members cited staff
changes, lack of satisfactory inspiration from the initiation ritual, and
effects of competition from other activities and honor societies as possible
causes. Larson-Wetherby moved that the 1965-66 budget be approved.
Discussion of the request made by the Student Council for operating funds
led to the adoption of the proposal to increase "Special Gifts" income, and
add "Student Council Expenses" each in the amount of $100.00 to balance
the budget at $7,355.00. Done by common consent.
Further discussion of the 1965-66 budget focused on the request from
the Speaker-of-the-Year Awards committee to expand its activities and in
crease its estimated expenses to $500.00.
Adamson-Wetherby moved to postpone consideration of the budget until
the Council meeting scheduled for Tuesday. Adopted.
Completing his report. Treasurer Hance stated that the checking account
balance was $2,792.00. The report was accepted, with thanks.
The report of the Secretary, H. L. Ewbank, Jr., included the routine
maintenance of records and correspondence, and a stepping-up of activity in
an effort to reaffinn records indicating that chapters which had initiated
either no students or one student since the merger were in agreement with
records at the local level. This was being done with respect to the constitu
tional provision that chapters must initiate at least two persons within any
3-year period to maintain an active status, and that the initial 3-year period
was coming to an end. Almost one-third of the chapters are now below the
two-initiate figure. The report was accepted.
Robert Huber, reporting for the National Conference Committee, noted
that plans were reported in the Speaker and Gavel, and that statistics would
support the contention that a wide range of forensic activity would be
offered, and that the events which were on the program were those which
were most popular. The Conference Director, Bob Griffin, had assured
that the $12.00 per person registration fee, which has been the figure for
the past 2 years, would be adequate to cover banquets for two nights, costs
of judges hired to replace directors of the events, supplies, trophies, and
secretarial help. Huber reported that he had hired an airplane from United
Airlines which would take 85 passengers from Chicago to Reno and return
for less than $120.00, if all seats were full. February 10 is the deadline for
reservations on this plane, and 50 of the 85 seats are now reserved.
Adamson-Jordon mo\'ed to approve the registration fee of $12.00 per
person for the Conference. Adopted.
Lillian R. Wagner reported that letters had gone out to the chapters
inviting nominees for the 1966 Distinguished Alumni Awards. There were
one or two holdover nominations from last year, and the deadline for sub
mission of names was set at January 15, at which time her committee would
begin the process of selection. The report was received, with thanks.
J. C. Wetherby, reporting for Region IV, noted continuing activity in the
region, except for the same weak spots: Morehouse College is the least
promising (it was suggested that Herold Ross, who is presumed to have in
stalled the chapter there, might see if he could arouse any reaction);
University of Mississippi is not strong. The University of Georgia and
Memphis State, both recently on the "weak" list, had participated in the
Regional Conference this year.
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E. C. Buehler, Trastee, reported that the financial status and outlook for
the society continued to be strong. There have been continuing increases in
capital gains and in dividends, both of which lead to the thought of a change
in financial attitude and the recommendation that the society take advantage
of new provisions for periodic withdrawal of predetermined amoimts
approximately equal to the dividends plus capital gains. These funds could
then be budgeted into current operating expenses, enabling the society to
provide more and better services to its members. In essence, this proposal
would level off the capital of the society at approximately its present amount
(c. $80,000.00). Discussion on this proposal evoked the information that
the textbook, our other source of "investment" income, had been adopted in
some 75 of 200 institutions which do use a text in then courses in argumenta
tion and persuasion. An additional 100 institutions teach a course in this
subject, but do not use a text. It thus seemed that the text had gained a
solid place in the market, and the prognosis of continuing income was good.
Contemplation of the question of what "expanded services" might be
offered to the members, were the plan to be adopted, led to the suggestion
that: (a) the request for added budget for the Speaker-of-the-Year Awards
Committee could be granted, enabling them to do a more thoroughgoing job,
and to have basis for public statement on the status of speaking, when
appropriate; (b) some funds might be allocated to scholarship support for
graduate study by members of the society; (c) authors contributing to the
text might be paid for their seiwices, rather than continuing the practice
of making society profit from the labors of a few; (d) some subsidy might be
allocated to the expenses of the national conference, reducing the registration
fees which seem high to numbers of our chapters. Larson-Wetherby moved
to POSTPONE ACTION ou the proposal until the next meeting, December 28.
Adopted.
Reporting for Region VIII, Harold Jordan stated that Beloit and Carleton
Colleges continue to be inactive. He saw little hope for Beloit, though there
are murmurings of change there. Eight chapters have indicated that they
will attend the Regional Conference, planned for Eebruary at St. Cloud.
Region IX Governor George Adamson reported that, except for some
doubts about the conditions at Denver, all was well. All of the chapters
in the region have declared their intent to attend the National Conference
at Reno.
Region H, Ray Beard reported, is the region of most active growth, adding
another new chapter this year for a total of 29. Five additional institutions
have sought information about establishing a chapter, and some of these
have started formal petitions; these were Drew, Elizabethtown, Hartford,
SUNY at Oswego, and Susquehanna. Waynesburg has renewed its request
to transfer regional affiliation to Region V. Allegheny is limping a bit,
wanting to maintain its chapter, but finding its trimester schedule awkward.
NYU Heights has a new sponsor. Jack Koch, and should revive within a year.
Changes in departmental organization have affected both the Heights and
the Washington Square chapters. Rochester, with Joe Fitzpatrick, may be
on the way back, but weaknesses at Bucknell remain unexplained.
Region III is generally healthy. Governor Ed MacDonald noted that
none of the Kentucky chapters attended their regional conference early in
the year, but that they are participating in other events, and this followed
past practice. American University is showing new life with Jerry Polisky as
sponsor. Maiyland, with John Fitzgerald, is on safe ground, leaving Emory
and Henry the weakest chapter, except for Hampden-Sidney. MacDonald
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had been under the impression that this chapter had been dropped from the
society, but knew that Professor Allen is loathe to give up. In the matter
of new chapters, MacDonald urged support of the application from Hampton
Institute.
Beard-Freeley moved to affirm the transfer of Waynesburg to Region V.
Adopted.
It was approved, by consent, that President Eubank should appoint a
new Governor for Region VI to act until they had a chance to meet and
elect a successor to Waldo Braden, who had served in place of Ed Rogge.
Both of these men had affirmed their inability to continue.
The meeting adjourned until December 28.
Respectfully submitted,
H. L. Ewbank, Jr.,
Secretary, DSR-TKA
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from page 61)
Dear Editor:
I am taking this opportunity of responding to the notice at Page 39 of the
November issue of Speaker and Gavel, wherein you kindly include not only
the suggestion that articles for the publication are "in demand" but you also
include letters, notes and "even complaints." This letter is not intended as a
"complaint" but as a suggestion.
I am what must now be considered an "oldtimer" as a member of Delta
Sigma Rho since 1924, with my entire connection being as a member of
several University of Michigan debating teams.
My suggestion is that the publication, which I do enjoy, has, in my
opinion, become almost entirely a series of articles by the many of you
extraordinarily able gentlemen who are engaged in the profession of educa
tion in our many Universities and Colleges.
Clearly the articles are worthwhile but I feel primarily worthwhile to
those engaged in the theory of effective speech and argument. I know that
none of the members of this fine organization who are engaged in that
profession will feel it necessary to take offense at my suggestion that most
of us not so engaged in that profession feel that there is an inclination on
the part of educators to become "theorists."
I know that the organization includes many, many extremely able men
engaged in business and in the professions and certainly many engaged in
government who could contribute an article or articles up-dated to present
experience, giving us practical and modern methods of convincing argument
and speech.
Most definitely I am not included in the category above described. I
write this letter with the request that under no consideration should it be
published but I wonder whether you or someone working with you could
select from the substantial roster that is available to you several from our
membership who could contribute an article or articles which would be very,
very useful to the many of us who are engaged either in the practice of law
or the many other professions or businesses in which the art of convincing
argument is most necessary.
Sincerely yours,
Albert M. Stern
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Chapters and Sponsors
Code Chapter Name, Address Faculty Sponsor
AA Alabama, University, Aio Annabel D. Hagood
AB Albion, Albion, Mich. Daniel J. Goulding
AC Allegheny, Meadvllle, Pa. Nels Juleus
AD Alma, Alma, Mich. Robert W. Smith
AE American, Washington, D. C Jerome B. Polisky
AF Amherst, Amherst, Mass. 01002 Thomas F. Mader
AG Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark. Robert S. Deutsch
AH Auburn, Auburn, Ala. Jim Vickrey
BA Ball State University, Muncie, Ind. David W. Sheppard
BB Bates, Lewiston, Maine Brooks Quimby
BC Bellarmine, Louisville, Ky. Rev. Joseph Morgan Miller
BD Beloit, Beloit, Wise Carl G. Balson
BE Berea, Berea, Ky Emerson M. Therrloult
BE Birmingham-Southern, Birmingham, Ala. William R. Holey
BG Boston, Boston, Mass.
BH Bridgewater, Bridgewater, Va. Roger E. Sappington
Bl Brighom Young, Provo, Utah Jed J. Richardson
BJ Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y. James R. Johnson
BK Brown, Providence, R. I.
BL Bucknell, Lewisburg, Pa. David E. Horlacher, Frank W. Merritt
BM Butler, Indianapolis, Ind. Nicholas M. Gripe
CA Capital, Columbus, Ohio Thomas S. Ludlum
CB Carleton, Northfield, Minn. Ada M. Harrison
CC Cose Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio Donald Marston
CD Chicago, Chicago, III. Richard L. LaVarnway
CE Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio Rudolph F. Verderber
CF Clark, Worcester, Mass. Neil R. Schroeder
CG Clemson University, Clemson, S. C Arthur Fear
CH Colgate, Hamilton, N. Y. Carson Veach
Cl Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
CJ Colorado, Colorado Springs, Colo James A. Johnson
CK Connecticut, Storrs, Conn John W. Vlondis
CL Cornell, Ithoco, N. Y John R. Wilson
CM Cornell, Mt. Vernon, Iowa Walter F. Stromer
CN Creighton, Omaha, Neb. Rev. Robert B. Borgen, S.J.
CO C. W. Post College of L. 1. Univ., Greenvole, L. I. Arthur N. Kruger
DA Dartmouth, Hanover, N. H. Herbert L. James
DB Davidson, Davidson, N. C. Rev. Will Terry
DC Denison, Gronville, Ohio Lionel Crocker
DD Denver, Denver, Colo. Paul Hunsinger
DE DePauw, Greencastle, Ind. Robert O. Weiss
DF Dickinson, Corlisle, Pa. Herbert Wing
DG Duke, Durham, N. C. Joseph Cable Weatherby
EA Earlham College, Richmond, Ind. E. Orville Johnson
EB Eastern Kentucky State College, Richmond, Ky. —, Aimee Alexander, John
Lesson
EC Elmiro, Elmira, N. Y. (Mrs.) Betty G. Gardner
ED Emory and Henry, Emory, Va. H. Alan Pickrell
EE Emory, Atlanta, Ga. James Z. Rabun, Glenn Pelham
EE Evansville, Evansvllle, Ind. Sandra O'Connell
FA Florida, Gainesville, Fla. Donald E. Williams
FB Florida State, Tallahassee, Fla Gregg Phifer
GA Georgia, Athens, Ga. Richard Huseman
GB George Washington, Washington, D. C. George F. Henigan, Jr.
GC Grinnell, Grinnell, lowo William Vonderpool
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Code Chapter Nome, Address Faculty Sponsor
HA Hamilton, Clinton, N. Y. J. Franklin Hunt
HB Hampden-Sydney, Hampden-Sydney, Va. D. M. Allan
HC Hanover, Hanover, Ind. Stanley B. Wheater
HD Harvard, Cambridge, Mass. Harry P. Kerr
HE Hawaii, Hanolulu, Hawaii Orland S. Leffarge
HP Hiram, Hiram, Ohio Theodore J. Walwick
HG Howard, Birmingham, Ala. Roy Ambrester
HI Howard, Washington, D. C. Leroy E. Giles
lA Idaho, Moscow, Idaho Ernest Ettlich
IB Illinois, Urbono, ill. Joseph W. Wenzel
IC Indiana, Bloomington, Ind. E. C. Chenoweth
ID Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Ind. Otis J. Aggertt
IE Iowa State, Ames, Iowa E. M. Bodoken
IF Iowa, State College of Cedar Falls, Iowa Lillian R. Wagner
IG Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa Michael M. Osborn
JA John Carroll, Cleveland, Ohio Austin J. Freeley
KA Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas Donn W. Parson
KB Kansas State, Manhattan, Kansas Ted J. Barnes
KC Kentucky, Lexington, Ky Gifford Blyton
KD Kings, Wilkes Borre, Pa. Robert E. Connelly
KE Knox, Golesburg, III. Donald L. Torrence
LA Lehigh, Bethlehem, Pa H. Barrett Davis
LB Lincoln Memorioi, Horrogote, Tenn. Earl H. Smith
LC California State College, Long Beach, Calif. Reta E. Gilbert
LD Louisiana State, Baton Rouge, La. Harold Mixon
LE Loyola, Baltimore, Md Stephon W. McNiernoy
LF Loyola, Chicago, III. Donald J. Stinson
MA Manchester, North Manchester, Ind. Ronald D. Aungst
MB Mankato State, Mankato, Minn Dennis Barmann
MC Marquette, Milwaukee, WIs. Joe Hemmer
MD Maryland, College Pork, Md. Jon M. Fitzgerald
ME Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. Phillips R. Biddie
MF Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. Richard Kirshberg
MG Memphis State, Memphis, Tenn. Jeff Koch
MH Mercer, Macon, Georgia Helen G. Thornton
Ml Miami, Coral Gables, Fla Frank Nelson
MJ Miami, Oxford, Ohio Bernard F. Phelps
MK Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. Kenneth E. Andersen
ML Michigan State, East Lansing, Mich. Jerry M. Anderson
MM Middlebury, Middlebury, Vt. Frederick Bowman
MN Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn Robert Scott
MO Mississippi, University, Miss Roy A. Schexnider
MP Missouri, Columbia, Mo. Robert Friedman
MQ Montana State, Missoula, Mont. Ralph Y. McGinnis
MR Morehouse, Atlanta, Go. ... Robert Brisbane
MS Morgan State, Baltimore, Md . Harold B. Chinn
MT Mount Mercy, Pittsburgh, Pa. Thomas A. Hopkins
MU Mundelein, Chicago, III. Sister Mary Josetta, B.V.M.
MV Murray State, Murray, Ky. James Albert Tracy
MW Muskingum, New Concord, Ohio Judsan Ellertan
NA Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb Donald O. Olson
NB Nevada, Reno, Nev. Robert S. Griffin
NC New Hampshire, Durham, N. H.
ND New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M. W. C. Eubonk
NE New Mexico Highlands, Los Vegas, N. M. Walter F. Brunet
NF New York, Fredonio, N. Y. Roy Hill
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Code Chapter Nome, Address Faculty Sponsor
NG New York (Univ. Hts.), New York, N. Y. George B. Sargent II
NH New York (Wash. Sq.), New York, N. Y. Harold R. Ross
Nl North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. Donald K. Springen
NJ North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D. John S. Penn
NK Northwestern, Evonston, III. Thomas B. McClain
NL Notre Dome, Notre Dome, Ind. Leonard Sommer
OA Oberlin, Oberlin, Ohio Ruth Lewis
OB Occidental, Los Angeles, Calif. Lee Roloff
OC Ohio, Athens, Ohio Ted J. Foster
OD Ohio State, Columbus, Ohio Richard D. Rieke
OE Ohio Wesleyon, Delaware, Ohio Ed Robinson
OF Oklahoma, Norman, Okla
OG Oregon, Eugene, Ore. W. Scott Nobles
OH Oregon State, Corvallis, Ore. Ralph W. Peterson
PA Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore. Albert C. Hingston
PB Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
PC Pennsylvania! State, University Park, Pa. Clayton H. Schug
PD Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Robert Newman
PE Pomona, Cloremont, Calif. Hans Palmer
PF Purdue, Lafayette, Ind. Ronald F. Reid
PG Queens College, Flushing, N. Y.
RA Randolph-Mocon, Ashlond, Va. Edgar E. MacDonald
RB Rhode Island, Kingston, R. 1. Lee R. Polk
RC Richmond, Richmond, Va. Bert E. Bradley, Jr.
RD Roanoke, Salem, Va. William R. Coulter
RE Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N. Y. Joseph Fitzpotrick
RF Rockford, Rockford, III. Jeanette Anderson Hoffman
RG Rutgers, New Brunswick, N. J. James Wood
SA St. Anselm's, Manchester, N. H. John A. Lynch
SB St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn. William R. McCleary
SC St. Lawrence, Canton, N. Y.
SD St. Mory's University, Son Antonio, Texas James Brennan
SE San Francisco State, San Francisco, Calif. Henry E. McGuckin, Jr.
SF University of California, Santa Barbara University, Calif. _ Orlando G. Boca
SG South Carolina, Columbia, S. C. Merrill G. Christophersen
SH South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D. Harold W. Jordan
SI Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. James H. McBath
SJ Southern Methodist, Dallas, Texas Harold Weiss
SK Southwest Missouri State, Springfield, Mo Holt Spicer
SL Stanford, Polo Alto, Calif. Kenneth E. Mosier
SM State College for Teachers, Albany, N. Y. Dr. Richard Wilkie
SN State Univ. of N. Y., Horpur College, Binghomton Eugene Vasilew
SO Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y. Paul E. Reid
TA Temple, Philadelphia, Pa. Ralph Towne
TB Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn Robert L. Hickey
TC Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 J. Rex Wier
TD Texas Technical, Lubbock, Texas P. Merville Larson
TE Tufts, Medford, Mass. Trevor Melio
TF Tulone, New Orleans, La. E. A. Rogge
UA Ursinus, Collegeville, Pa.
UB Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah George A. Adomsor
UC Utah State, Logan, Utah Rex E. Robinson
VA Vonderbilt, Nashville, Tenn. Randall M. Fisher
VB Vermont, Burlington, Vt. Robert Huber
VC Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. John Graham
VD Virginia Polytechnic, Blocksburg, Va. E. A. Hancock
WA Wabosh, Crawfordsville, Ind Joseph O'Rourke, Jr.
WB Woke Forest, Winston-Solem, N. C. Franklin R. Shirley
WC Washington, St. Louis, Mo. Herbert E. Metz
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Code Chapter Name, Address Faculty Sponsor
WD Washington, Seattle, Wash. David Strother
WE Washington and Jefferson, Washington, Pa. Robert J. Brindley
WF Washington and Lee, Lexingtan, Va. William W. Chaffin
WG Washingtan State, Pullman, Wash. R. P. Fausti
WH Wayne State, Detroit, Mich George W. Ziegelmueller
Wl Woynesburg, Waynesburg, Pa. A. M. Mintier
WJ Weber State College, Ogden, Utah Robert Mukai
WK Wesleyon, Middletown, Conn. Bruce Markgraf
WL Western Kentucky State, Bowling Green, Ky
WM Western Michigan, Kalamazao, Mich Charles R. Helgesen,
Deldee Herman
WN Western Reserve, Cleveland, Ohio Cloir Henderlider
WO Westminster, New Wilmington, Pa. William Burbick
WP West Virginia, Margantawn, W. Va William L. Barnett
WQ Whittier College, Whittier, Calif. George Paul
WR Wichita State, Wichita, Kansas Mel Maorhouse
WS Willamette, Salem, Ore. Howard W. Runkel
WT William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. Donald L. McConkey
WU Williams, Williamstown, Mass George G. Connelly
WV Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. Winston L. Brembeck
WW Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wis. Raymond H. Myers
WX Wittenberg, Springfield, Ohio G. Vernon Kelley
WY Wooster, Wooster, Ohio Harry Sharp
WZ Wyoming, Loramie, Wyo Patrick Marsh
XA Xavier, Cincinnati, Ohio Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, S.J.
YA Yale, New Haven, Conn. Rollin G. Osterweis
YB Yeshivo, New York, N. Y David Fleisher
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